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We are all endowed with a supernatural power, conscience, 
lying within us. It acts as our friend, philosopher and guide, 
steering us towards a righteous path. When we venture into 
any activity, this inner voice swings into action and tells us with 
utmost clarity whether it is right to do that. This capability gets 
sharpened day by day with the inputs reaching us from various 
sources - experience, words of wiser people ... Martin Luther 
King Jr. said in this context: "Cowardice asks the question, 'Is it 
safe?' Expediency asks the question, 'Is it politic?' Vanity asks the 
question, 'Is it popular?' But, conscience asks the question, 'Is it 
right?' And there comes a time when one must take a position 
that is neither safe, nor politic, nor popular, but one must take it 
because one's conscience tells one that it is right."

Conscience is our most trusted friend who always works in the 
background with supercomputer capability. It takes in inputs such as 
lessons from life, welfare of the fellow human beings and laws of the 
land, and advises us to proceed with confidence or not.

Christopher  Reeve, American actor known for his portrayal 
of the character Superman said: 'I think we all have a little voice 
inside us that will guide us. It may be God, I don't know. But I 
think that if we shut out all the noise and clutter from our lives 
and listen to that voice, it will tell us the right thing to do.'

Other than telling us in time, in a silent voice about the pros 
and cons of our action, conscience does not interfere further and 
lets us decide on our own. If, driven by pride or ego, we act  against 
the sane dictates of conscience, we lose the moral strength to face 
the consequences, as conscience is not there to support us.

'Through pride we are ever deceiving ourselves. But deep 
down below the surface of the average conscience, 

a still, small voice says to us, 'Something is out 
of tune,' says Carl Jung, a Swiss psychiatrist 

and the founder of analytical psychology.   
Let us dream of a world (Utopian?) where  every 
one obeys the advices of their conscience. We 

have enough resources on this mother earth to 
live a prosperous life if we all go by conscience. 
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General

Vanilla is the second most expensive spice after saffron due to 
the extensive labour required to grow the vanilla plant and reap its 
seed pods. Despite the expense, it is highly valued for its flavour and 
complex floral aroma. Vanilla is widely used in both commercial and 
domestic baking, perfume manufacture and aromatherapy. 

Vanilla is an orchid vine plant native to Mexico. It bears fruits in 
the form of pods with plenty of beads inside. The name is of Spanish 
origin, and the meaning of the word is little pod. The first to cultivate 
vanilla were the Totonac people, who inhabit the Mazantla Valley 
on the Gulf Coast of Mexico. According to Totonac mythology, the 
tropical orchid was born when Princess Xanat, forbidden by her 
father from marrying a mortal, fled to the forest with her lover. The 
lovers were captured and beheaded. Where their blood touched the 
ground, the vine of the tropical orchid grew. 

It is reported that vanilla and chocolate were introduced in Europe 
in the early 16th Century. Attempts to cultivate the vanilla plant outside 
Mexico and Central America proved futile because the flowers are 
naturally pollinated only by a specific Melipone bee found in Mexico 

(abeja de monte or mountain bee). 
This bee provided Mexico with 
a 300 year long monopoly on 
vanilla production. The vines 
would grow, but would not bear 
fruit outside of Mexico. Growers 
tried to bring this bee into other 
growing locales, to no avail. 
Artificial Pollination

It was not until 1837 that a 
Belgian botanist pioneered a 
method of artificially pollinating 
the plant. The method proved 
financially not viable and was not 
deployed commercially. In 1841, 
a 12-year-old French-owned 
slave by the name of Edmond 

Vanilla
The Essence of  Spice
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Albius discovered the plant could be artificially pollinated by hand, 
allowing global cultivation of the plant.

Vanilla grows as a vine, climbing up an existing tree, pole, or other 
support. Left alone, it will grow as high as possible on the support, 
with few flowers. Every year, growers fold the higher parts of the plant 
downwards so that the plant stays at heights accessible by a standing 
human for hand pollination. This also greatly stimulates flowering.

Flowering of the vanilla plant normally occurs every spring, and 
without pollination, the flowers fall, and no vanilla bean can grow. 
Each flower must be hand-pollinated within 12 hours of opening. It 
takes the fruits 5 to 6 weeks to develop, but it takes around 9 months 
for the bean to mature. Over-pollination will result in diseased and 
inferior bean quality. A vine remains productive between 12 and 14 
years.

The distinctively flavored compounds are found in the fruit, 
which results from the pollination of the flower. The only way to 
produce fruits without the bees is hand pollination. And today, even 
in Mexico, hand pollination is used extensively. The vanilla flower 
lasts about one day, sometimes less, and so, growers have to inspect 
their plantations every day for open flowers for hand pollination, a 
labor-intensive task.

There are currently three major types of vanilla grown globally, 
all derived from a species originally found in Mexico. The various 
subspecies are Vanilla planifolia, Vanilla tahitensis, and Vanilla pompona. 
The majority is the  Vanilla planifolia variety, more commonly known 
as "Madagascar-Bourbon" vanilla, which is produced in a small region 
of Madagascar and in Indonesia.

 Until the mid-19th century, Mexico was the chief producer of 
vanilla. In 1819, however, French entrepreneurs shipped vanilla beans 
to the islands of Reunion and Mauritius along with instructions for 
pollinating them. By 1898, Madagascar, Réunion, and the Comoros 
Islands produced 200 metric tons of vanilla beans, about 80% of 
world production. Madagascar is now responsible for 97% of the 
world's vanilla bean production.

The market price of vanilla rose dramatically in the late 1970s, 
after a tropical cyclone ravaged key croplands. Prices remained high 
till the mid-1980s, but came down to nearly US$20 per kilogram, but 
would rise sharply again after tropical cyclone Hudah struck Madagas-
car in April, 2000. The cyclone, political instability, and poor weather 
in the third year drove vanilla prices to an astonishing US$500 per 
kilogram in 2004, bringing new countries into the vanilla industry. A 
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good crop, coupled with decreased demand caused by the production 
of imitation vanilla, has pushed the market price again down to the 
$40 per kilo range in the middle of 2005.

In 2006, Madagascar accounted for 58% of world production of va-
nilla with 6200 tons followed by Indonesia with 23%, China with 9% 
and Mexico with 2%. Depending upon the place of production, vanilla 
is classified as Bourbon-Madagascar vanilla, Mexican vanilla, Tahitian 
vanilla, West Indian vanilla, French vanilla, Indian Vanilla, etc.

Vanilla grows best under hot humid climate from sea level to 
an elevation of 1500 m. Most of its production is done 10 to 20 
degrees above and below the equator. The ideal growing conditions 
are moderate rainfall, 150–300 cm, evenly 
distributed through 10 months of the 
year. Ideal humidity is around 80%, and 
under normal g r e e n h o u s e 
conditions it can be achieved by 
an evaporative cooler. 
Harvest

Like oth- er orchids' 
seeds, vanilla seed will not 
g e r m i n a t e without the 
presence of certain myc-
orrhizal fungi. Instead, grow-
ers reproduce the plant by 
cutting vines into sections 
for planting. Growth is rapid 
under good con- ditions.

H a r v e s t i n g vanilla beans is 
as labor intensive as pollinating the 
flowers. The fruit, a seed bearing pod, if left on 
the plant, will ripen and open at the end; as it dries, the 
phenolic compounds crystallize, giving the beans a diamond-dusted 
appearance. It will then release the distinctive vanilla smell. The fruit 
contains tiny, flavorless seeds. In dishes prepared with whole natural 
vanilla, these seeds are recognizable as black specks.

Immature dark green pods are not harvested. Pale yellow 
discoloration which commences at the distal end of the beans is 
an indication of the maturity of pods. To ensure the finest flavor 
from every bean, each individual pod must be picked by hand just 
as it begins to split on the end. Over matured beans are likely to 
split causing a reduction in market value.. Each of the beans has a 
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considerable amount of seeds inside the pod which are covered by a 
dark red liquid from which the vanilla essence is extracted. A five year 
old vine can produce between 1.5 and 3 kg pods and this production 
can increase up to 6 kg after a few years. The harvested green beans 
can be commercialized as such or cured in order to get a better market 
price. To prevent rotting and to lock the aroma in the pods, the pods 
are dried. When 25-30% of the pods' weight is moisture (as opposed 
to the 60-70% they began drying with) they have completed the 
curing process and will exhibit their fullest aromatic qualities. For 
the development of fragrance the pods are stored for a few months in 
closed boxes. Then the beans are extracted, sorted, graded, bundled 
and wrapped in paraffin paper and preserved for the development of 
desired bean qualities, especially flavor and aroma. The cured vanilla 
beans contain an average of 2.5% vanillin.
Culinary uses

In food preparations, vanilla is used as whole pod, in grounded form 
as powder, or as vanilla essence in the form of extract from the liquid 
covering the seeds. The extract has up to 35% alcohol content. A 
stronger aroma may be attained if the pods are split into two, exposing 
more of a pod's surface area to the liquid. In this case, the pods' 
seeds are mixed into the preparation. Natural vanilla gives a brown 
or yellow color to preparations, depending on the concentration. 
Good quality vanilla has a strong aromatic flavor, but food with small 
amounts of low quality vanilla or artificial vanilla-like flavorings are 
far more common, since true vanilla is much more expensive.

A major use of vanilla is in flavoring ice cream. Although vanilla is 
a prized flavoring agent on its own, it is also used to enhance the flavor 
of other substances, to which its own flavor is often complementary, such 
as chocolate, custard, caramel, coffee and others. The cosmetics industry 
uses vanilla to make perfume.
Medicinal uses

In old medicinal literature, vanilla is described as an aphrodisiac and 
a remedy for fevers. It has been shown that vanilla does increase levels 
of adrenaline, and as such can also be considered mildly addictive. In 
an in-vitro test vanilla was able to block quorum sensing in bacteria. 
This is medically interesting because in many bacteria quorum sensing 
signals function as a switch for virulence. The microbes become 
virulent only when the signals indicate that they have the numbers 
to resist the host immune system response. The essential oils made 
from vanilla are sometimes used in aromatherapy.                  [CGS]
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Migratory birds like Tern travel some 80,000 km each year (EKL 
Feb.'10). Before taking off each fall towards warmer areas,  these birds 
consume huge amounts of the most nutritious berries loaded with 
antioxidants because they offer protection against oxidative stress 
that occurs during long flights, according to a study by scientists 
under the leadership of  Navindra Seeram of the University of Rhode 
Island.  Oxidative stress can lead to inflammation and a variety of 
diseases in birds and humans, they observe. Research has shown that 
a diet rich in anti-oxidants can help prevent cancer and other serious 
illnesses.

The birds' choice for foods that are richest in antioxidants like 
berries may help improve their fitness for their long and stressful 
journey. The researchers collected samples of 12 common berries 
consumed by migratory birds from  Block Island, a stop for migratory 
birds as they head along the Atlantic Flyway. They measured 
levels of antioxidants and plant pigments in berries at the peak of 
ripeness, including arrowwood, winterberry, bay-berry, chokeberry 
and elderberry. It has been found that the birds favoured the 
arrowwood fruits, which had the highest levels of antioxidants and 
plant pigments- 150% more antioxidants and 650% more pigments 
than the average of all other berries combined. Some migratory birds 
consume up to triple their body weight in berries per day - equivalent 
to a human swallowing over 136 kg of food each day - during autumn 
migration.  

    [For details: www.france24.com
www. physorg.com]                                                    

News Scan

Foods Preventing Diseases
Learn from Migratory Birds   
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 May 3, 210 issue of renowned 
Fortune magazine, as in previous 
years, presents the Fortune 500 
list of the largest corporations 
of America. The editors of 
Fortune look beyond the 
revenue figures to give a sense 
of what truly defines success. 
Here are some highlights:
E	For the seventh time in 10 

years, Wal-Mart Stores has 
won the top spot in the list 
with a sales of US$ 408 billion 
for the fiscal year ended in 
Jan.31, 2010. 

E	Wal-Mart makes a contrib-
ution of 8% to total U.S. 
retail sales, with 140 million 
customers visiting their stores 
every week.

E	Worldwide, 2.1 million 
people work in Wal-Mart 
stores, making it the largest 
private employer in the U.S. 
and Mexico. 

E	8,416 Wal-Mart stores are 
there, globally, occupying 
952,203,837 sq.ft of retail 
space, 51% of which is filled 
with groceries.  

Largest Corporations of  America
Fortune 500 list - 2009

E	7,200 tractors, 53,000 trailers 
and 7,950 drivers are engaged 
in moving materials for the 
Wal-Mart stores. 

E	Some other major corpora-
tions in the F500 list are:

l Exxon Oil (Rank 2, Revenue 
US$ 285 billion),

l Chevron (R3, US$ 164 b)
l GE (R4, US$ 157 b)
l AT&T (R7, US$ 123 b)
l Ford Motor (R8, US$ 118 b)
l HP (R10, US$ 115 b)
l General Motors (R15, US$ 105 b)
l IBM (R20, US$ 96 b)
l Boeing (R28, US$ 68 b)
l Pepsico (R50, US$ 43 b)
l Microsoft (R36, US$ 58 b)
l Intel (R62, US$ 35 b)
l Coca Cola (R72, US$ 31 b)
l Google (R102, US$ 24 b)
l McDonalds (R108, US$ 23 b)
l Motorola (R110, US$ 22 b) 

and
l Blockbuster (R500, US$ 4 b)

Note: One billion US$ = Rupees 
4500 crores (approx.)

Challenge is a dragon with a gift in its mouth. 
Tame the dragon and the gift is yours.

– Noela Evans
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Ultracapacitors are energy storage devices which can be recharged 
many more times than batteries, but the total amount of energy 
they can store is limited. This means that the devices are useful for 
providing intense bursts of power to supplement batteries but less so 
for applications that require steady power over a long period, such as 
running a laptop or an engine.

Now researchers led by Dr Yury 
Gogotsi, Professor of materials science 
and engineering at Drexel University 
in Philadelphia who is also the Chief 
Science Officer of Y-Carbon,  a 
nanotechnology start-up based in 
King of Prussia, PA and  a spin off 
from the Drexel University, have 
demonstrated that it is possible 
to use techniques borrowed from 
the chip-making industry to make 
thin-film carbon ultracapacitors 
that store three times as much 
energy by volume as conventional 
ultracapacitor materials. While that 
is not as much as batteries, the thin-
film ultracapacitors could operate 

without ever being replaced. While batteries store and release energy in 
the form of chemical reactions, which cause them to degrade over 
time, ultracapacitors work by transferring surface charges. This means 
they can charge and discharge rapidly, and because the electrode 
materials aren't involved in any chemical reactions, they can be cycled 
hundreds of thousands of times. Researchers have begun developing 
thin-film ultracapacitor materials but have had difficulty getting high 
enough total energy storage using practical fabrication methods, says 
Gogotsi.

These charge-storage films could be fabricated directly onto RFID 
chips and the chips used in digital watches, where they would take up 

Technologies in Horizon

Thin-film Ultracapacitors
To Store Energy for a Lifetime
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less space than a conventional battery. They could also be fabricated 
on the back  of solar cells in both portable devices and rooftop 
installations, to store power generated during the day for use after 
sundown.

Gogotsi says there is, in theory, no limit to the size of the films 
that could be made using these methods, which are used by the 
solar industry and display industries to make panels as large as nine 
square meters. Because the carbon films are thin and can be made at 
temperatures as low as 200ºC, it might be possible to integrate them 
with flexible electronics.

John Chmiola is a key scientist in the Advanced Energy 
Technologies Department of Berkeley Lab’s Environmental Energy 
Technologies Division working with Gogotsi in this project.

Adds Gogotsi, “Given their practically infinite cycle life, these 
micro-supercapacitors seem ideal for capturing and storing energy 
from renewable resources and for on-chip operations.”

[For details: www.y-carbon.us, www.lbl.gov ]
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A magnetic "ferropaper" that might be used to make low-cost 
"micromotors" for surgical instruments, tiny tweezers to study cells and 
miniature speakers, has been developed by researchers at Purdue University. 
The material is made by impregnating ordinary paper, especially newspaper 
and soft tissue paper  having good porosity, with a mixture of mineral oil and 
"magnetic nanoparticles" of iron oxide. The nanoparticle-laden paper can 
then be moved using a magnetic field. "Paper is a porous matrix, so you 
can load a lot of this material into it," said Babak Ziaie, a professor  at 
Purdue.

The new technique represents a low-cost way to make small stereo 
speakers, miniature robots or motors for a variety of potential applications, 
including tweezers to manipulate cells and flexible fingers for minimally 
invasive surgery. "Because paper is very soft it won't damage cells or 
tissue," Ziaie said. "It is very inexpensive to make. You put a droplet on a 
piece of paper, and that is your actuator, or motor."

Once saturated with this "ferrofluid" mixture, the paper is coated with 
a biocompatible plastic film, which makes it water resistant, prevents 
the fluid from evaporating and improves mechanical properties such as 
strength, stiffness and elasticity. Because the technique is inexpensive 
and doesn't require specialized laboratory facilities, it could be used in 
community colleges and high schools to teach about micro robots and 
other engineering and scientific principles.

The researchers fashioned the material into a small cantilever, a 
structure resembling a diving board that can be moved or caused to vibrate 
by applying a magnetic field. "Cantilever actuators are very common, 
but usually they are made from silicon, which is expensive and requires 
special cleanroom facilities to manufacture," 
Ziaie said. "So using the ferropaper could be 
a very inexpensive, simple alternative. This 
is like 100 times cheaper than the silicon 
devices now available." The researchers 
also have experimented with other shapes 
and structures resembling Origami to study 
more complicated movements.

 [For details: 
http://news.uns.purdue.edu]

Ferropaper 
New Technology for Micromotors 
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Research carried out at the Centre for Australian Weather and 
Climate Research shows that the upper range of sea level rise by 
2100 could be in the range of about one meter, or possibly more. 
This means that if emissions of greenhouse gases is not reduced 
quickly and substantially, even the best case scenario will hit low 
lying coastal areas housing one in ten humans on the planet hard. 
The finding observes that sea level is continuing to rise at 3 mm 
per year or more since 1993, a rate well above the 20th century 
average. The oceans are continuing to warm and expand, the 
melting of mountain glacier has increased. New insights reported 
include the loss of ice from the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets. 
The ice loss in Greenland is reported to have accelerated over the 
last decade.  The results gathered in the past few years show that 
these are fundamental aspects that cannot be overlooked. As a 
result of the acceleration of outlet glaciers over large regions, the 
ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica are already contributing 
more and faster to sea level rise than anticipated. If this trend 
continues, we are likely to witness sea level rise of one meter or 
more by year 2100. 

According to the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact 
Research, measurements around the world show that sea level has 
risen almost 20 centimeters since 1880. The sea level rise may 
accelerate as the planet gets hotter. The impacts of sea level rise - 
even in the lower ranges of the current predictions - looks to be 
severe. A previously released study shows that even a modest sea 
level rise of 50 centimeters will result in a major increase in the 
number of coastal flooding events. 

[Source: University of Copenhagen]

Rising Sea Levels 
An Environmental Issue
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Energy

As the search for alternate energy sources has become one of top 
priority, biofuels produced from plants are getting added attention. 
Seeds of the Jatropha plants are known to produce high quality oil 
that can be converted into an alternative energy fuel, or biofuel. 
Researchers are now concentrating on ways to grow these plants 
faster. Interestingly, some space scientists got the idea if space held 
the key to producing alternative energy crops on Earth? 

Some researchers are hoping to find in a new experiment on the 
International Space Station, titled National Lab Pathfinder-Cells 3, 
whether microgravity can help jatropha curcas plant cells grow faster 
to produce more of seeds and consequently more biofuel. 

By studying the effects of microgravity on jatropha cells, 
researchers hope to accelerate the cultivation of the plant for 
commercial use by improving characteristics such as cell structure, 
growth and development. This is the first study to assess the effects 
of microgravity on cells of a biofuel plant. The researchers’ goal is to 
verify if microgravity will induce any significant changes in the cells 
that could affect plant growth and development back on Earth.

Launched on space shuttle Endeavour's STS-130 mission in 
February, cell cultures of jatropha were sent to the space station 
in special flasks containing nutrients and vitamins. The cells will 
be exposed to microgravity until they return to Earth aboard space 
shuttle Discovery's STS-131 mission targeted for April 2010.

For comparison studies of how fast the cultures grow, a replicated 
set of samples are being maintai-ned at the University of Florida's 
Tropical Research and Education Center in Homestead

[www.nasa.gov]

Alternative Energy Source
From Space

When I was young, I admired clever people.  
Now that I am old, I admire kind people.

– Abraham Joshua Heschel
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When I was a kid, I saw plenty of goldfish in the houses of my friends, and 
I remember wondering why so many people would want to keep such small, 
unexciting creatures as pets. Then one day, when I was about ten 
years old, I went on a school field trip to a botanical garden that 
had a pond stocked with fish. One especially large, brilliantly colored 
fish stood out to me. "What kind of fish is that one?" I asked our 
guide. "That's a goldfish," she replied. I was confused. "Aren't 
goldfish supposed to be small?" I asked with a note of 9-year-old 
sarcasm. "Not at all," she replied. "Goldfish will grow even larger 
than these. It really just depends on the size of their environment." 
I took in the information and determined to never again show myself 
so ignorant about goldfish, but it was years before I understood the 
broader lesson.

How often have I been like a goldfish in a fishbowl? How often 
have I limited myself by my perception of my world? Worse still, how 
many times have I put others in a small bowl in my mind? How many 
times have I written off someone as insignificant or unexciting? How 
many times have I failed to see others' potential to grow?

How much more could I achieve if I forgot my perceived limitations 
and dared to swim beyond the boundaries I've set for myself? And 
what would happen if I moved others from their small bowls into the 
ocean of limitless possibilities?

Just imagine a world full of people with that perspective, who truly 
believe that anything is possible and reach out to claim it. Together 
we could do astounding things. Apply this same principle to your 
professional life and see how things around you will suddenly start to 
bloom with more possibilities and success.

You are no goldfish. Even the world is not big enough to be your 
bowl. The limitation of your mind is the only thing that sets you apart 
from a successful achiever. Will you be one too? All you need to do is 
believe that you can. and u will succeed".

[Sourced by: Susy Mathew]

Broaden the Mind 
To Enjoy Limitless Opportunities

General
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The next planet is Venus. 19th century science fiction imagined 
it as a place of endless rainforests perpetually drenched in rain 
and populated by fancy creatures resembling the dinosaurs. This is 
because through a telescope the planet is always enveloped in cloud. 
Unfortunately the clouds turned out to be sulphuric acid vapour. 
In fact Venus has no water.  Venus is almost twice as far from the 
sun as Mercury and it has 81% the mass of the earth. This is why 
it was considered a twin of our earth. But something went horribly 
wrong on Venus and it is a place which makes Dante’s hell look 
mild in comparison.  The surface temperature on Venus is an almost 
constant sizzling 475 degrees and the pressure is nearly 100 times that 
on earth. (There will be few volunteers to go there). The atmosphere 
is almost entirely carbon dioxide and it is an extreme case of the green 
house effect which has recently started worrying us here on earth. 
But where did all the water go?  On earth water vapour is confined to 
the troposphere were all our weather happens. This is  within about 
15 km altitude. Above this it is too cold for water vapour to survive 
without condensing. The stratosphere above this is bone dry. One 
needs to keep in mind that the earth’s atmosphere is thick enough to 
burn up meteors and returning space craft even at 100 km altitude. 
That is to put in perspective the thickness of the troposphere. Thus 
the water is prevented from going too high and getting disassociated 
into hydrogen and oxygen by the harsh UV in sunlight. On Venus 
due to the proximity to the sun, the water trap of the troposphere 
happens only over 100 km up.  But at that altitude sunlight tears 
apart molecules of water and the gravity is too weak to hold down 
the light hydrogen.  It has been calculated that even if Venus had as 
much water as the earth to start with, it would have all vanished by 
this mechanism in a few tens of millions of years. Without water to 
wash the carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere and lock the carbon 
into limestone and marble as on earth, all the carbon remained as 
carbon dioxide and caused a runaway greenhouse hell.

The third planet, earth of course has it all. The distance from the 
sun, the mass, every-thing was just right, that is right for water and 
life. The earth’s gravity is still too weak to hold on to hydrogen but 
that is good too. If the earth had been born much heavier it would 

Water in the Universe
The Genesis - Part II

(Part I appeared in EKL Apr'10 issue)
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have far too thick an atmosphere to let in enough sunlight for life. 
There seem to be a certain range of planet mass and distance from 
the sun where life as we know it could evolve. Some writers have 
called this the Goldilocks region. Earlier it was believed that if the 
earth were 5% nearer to the sun or 1% further life would have found 
it difficult to take root on the planet. More recent estimates have 
extended these limits considerably. 

The fourth planet, Mars, at the outer edge of the Goldilocks region, 
is a tantalizing place full of features which look like a lush watered 
world which has gone dry. There are massive valleys and canyons 
carved out by flowing water. But no water to quench the thirst of 
a weary space traveler.  Mars is 1.5 times further from the sun than 
our earth. So the temperature is as expected low. But in spite of this 
the gravity of Mars is unable to hold down much of an atmosphere 
because its mass is little over 10% of that of earth.  The atmospheric 
pressure is just a few millibars and it is composed of carbon dioxide. 
Mars must have had a period of flowing waters, but now what little of 
it that remains must be in sub terrain ice.  The planet has its famous 
polar ice caps, visible from the earth through telescopes, but much of 
it is likely to be solid carbon dioxide. Any way as it stands Mars is a 
cold dry desert.  If only Mars had been a Venus sized planet, the earth 
would have had a real twin in it.

Horoscope of  Planets 
Unlike for humans, planet futures can be predicted given where they 

are born and their birth weight !  The ability of a planet to hold down an 
atmosphere depends on its gravity which in turn depends on its mass. 
Temperature is really just a measure of the kinetic energy of molecules and 
for the same energy, lighter the molecule, the faster it has to travel. The 
temperature of a planet would obviously depend on its proximity to the sun. 
But it is also necessary to take into consideration the initial heat of formation  
when gravity caused billions of rocks to clump together to form the planet. 
The more massive the planet the more must have been this heat. On the 
larger planets this factor can be the major factor deciding its temperature. 
Even after 4500 billion years since the birth of the solar system all planets 
with the possible exception of Mercury and Mars still have this internal 
heat source.  If a molecule can attain the “escape velocity” for the planet 
it will not remain for long on the planet. The escape velocity depends on 
the mass and size (or in other words - mean density) of the planet. So to 
a large extent the combination of mass and distance from the sun decides 
the fate of the planet.                                                [DKW]
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All the outer planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune are 
massive. Uranus is the least massive  of them, and even it is 14.5 
times as massive as our earth.  And so these planets must have the 
capacity to retain all the stuff from which they were made.  But their 
mean densities are so low that much of their mass must be in their 
thick atmospheres. They are gas giants. Little is known about their 
surfaces. In fact Jupiter is expected to have a global ocean of liquid 
hydrogen below its massive atmosphere !  

However one of Jupiter’s moons, called Europa almost certainly 
has a large ocean of water beneath its solid ice surface. In fact it is 
estimated that the volume of water would be twice as much as that of 
all the oceans on earth !  The 100 km deep ocean of Europa is kept 
from freezing by the tidal action of the massive Jupiter around which 
Europa orbits. Of the other three large moons of Jupiter  Ganymede 
and Callisto  too  have water ice in plenty. The average temperature 
of these bodies over five times as remote from the sun as the earth is 
-160ºC and so ice would be granite hard.  

Out in the cold outer reaches of our solar system there are millions 
of clumps of primordial matter which never got swept up by the 
massive planets.  These are rather loose mixtures of rocks and ices of 
water, ammonia, methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,  etc. 
Occasionally one of these gets deflected towards the sun and plunges 
into the inner solar system.  As they near the sun their ices evaporate 
and they puff themselves up into an enormous size, and sun light 
and solar wind blowing the gases away in an enormous tail, gives us a  
spectacular sight called a comet. The astronomers on earth can pick 
out the spectral signature of the gases and thus give us a good idea of 
what they are made off. The comet  shrinks back into an insignificant 
dirty “snow ball” as it  is gravitationally bounced back into the cold.  
Though large naked eye comets are rare, thousands of these snow 
balls do fall into the solar vicinity every year, and a few collide with 
planets and their moons.  This may be the source of water ice on our 
moon. 

What about water out there in the vast depths of space far beyond 
our sun’s influence ?   In 1969 radio astronomers discovered a 
remarkable phenomenon. They detected very strong signals at 22.235 
GHz (1.35 cm wavelength) coming from a faint star in the constellation 
Canis Major (the brightest star, Serious is also in this constellation, 
and is prominent in the evening sky right now). Now this turned out 
to be a natural “water MASER”! MASER is the microwave equiv-alent 
of the more familiar LASER and is short for “Microwave Amplification  
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IPTV Set-up

Demystification

A simple pair of  copper wires set up in households to provide low 
cost and secure telephone services to the people all over the world was a  
landmark in the history of technology, particul-arly telecommunications. 
The confidence in people led to increase the popularity of this technology 
to the extend of 1300 million landphone installations worldwide in 2008. 
But this rate of growth couldn’t be sustained with the spreading of the 
more convenient mobile phones. The fixed landline connections became 
redundant and subscribers started cencelling connections massively.

In this stage, a new technology called Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) 
came in support of telephone companies and access providers. DSL 
technology provides high-speed, broadband network connections to 
homes through the same telephone cable at high data rate. Now thousands 

IPTV - Internet Protocol Television
A Revisit

by Stimulated Emission of Radiation”. It was water molecules which 
were kicked into a high energy state by radiation from a star and 
which were tumbling back into the lower energy state all at once 
which was the source of the 22.235 GHz signal. Soon radio telescopes 
sweeping the sky in search of more such masers, discovered hundreds 
of them out to thousands of light years distance. 

So, as expected, water is widespread in the Universe. However so 
far as we know there is no other place where an Amazon, or Nile, or 
Ganga, flows free into an open ocean under a blue sky creating the 
stage for  the most complex phenomena known to science which we 
call “Life”.                                                         [D Krishna Warrier]
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of home Internet users depend on these ubiquitous copper wires.
Today, a most feature-rich IPTV - Internet Protocol TV- (EKL 

Feb.'06) is also possible through the same telephone wires. Voice 
Telephone, Broadband Internet and IPTV work simultaneously 
without interfering with each other through the same cable pair 
reaching homes and offices. IPTV brings up a TV connection that 
has capacity to transmit all broadcast channels, Movies on Demand, 
Customer Live Request etc. in the form of IP packets back and 
forth between the customer TV and a content server. The content 
server at a remote location is stored with all broadcast channels and 
other programme materials. The server programmes are sent to the 
customer TV via video streaming based on MPEG4 technology and 
H.264 standard.

An IPTV link can be established in our home by connecting the 
telephone line to an ADSL modem through a splitter. An Ethernet 
cable from the modem is connected to the TV through a Set-Top-
Box for IPTV delivery. The splitter bypasses the voice channel to the 
telephone unit. Another Ethernet cable from the modem is connected 
to the PC for Internet. The Set-Top-Box is a smart electronics device, 
which is capable of doing a lot of customer live interactive features 
like video conferencing, movie rewind, fast forward, stop etc. ADSL 
technology enables transmission at speed of 8 Mbps. But an IPTV 
connection is possible at a minimum bandwidth 600 Kbps and 
broadband connection is not compulsory also. 

Let us look at some attrac-tive features of IPTV. A variety of 
programmes are stored in a content server of an IPTV network 
system. These programmes include movies of different languages, 
educational materials, special TV shows, Karaoke tracks, games, life 
style improvement items, kids comic items, infotainment in the form 
of documentaries, facts films etc. Any of these programmes can be 
selected based on our taste and can be viewed at our convenient time. 
We can enjoy our favourite movies at our free time with Pause, Fast 
Forward and Rewind facilities just like a DVD Player This is the 
most important advantage of IPTV compared to other entertainment 
systems like Cable TV and DTH, where we are forced to view what 
they are broadcasting. There is much scope in this feature; a lot 
of informative content can be stored in the server, to be accessed 
whenever we required.

Another important feature is the recording facility of broadcast 
channels. Any broadcast can be recorded to a memory device 
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connected to USB port of the Set-Top-Box and the same can be 
played at our preferred time. 

Quality of transmission is another unique factor of IPTV. It offers 
DVD quality picture and sound across all channels consistently. The 
performance will not be altered by weather conditions like DTH in 
which the reception is often disrupted by clouds and rain. 

Cable TV network is a complex infrastructure of cables which 
is easily suscestible  to physical damages. In addition, its over 
dependance on the reliability electric power feeding its electronic gear 
is yet another weak link affecting the cable services. 

Since IPTV is through simple phone wires, it will always be there 
in good condition, as far as telephone connection is alive.

Yet another notable feature is the user interaction facility of IPTV. 
A lot of interactive features can be thought of and designed for the 
benefit of the customers. Some of them are: 
r	Video conferencing
r	Railway ticket booking & PNR status check
r	Karaoke
r	Online training
r	e-mail
r	Personalised advertising & greetings
r	Programme request
r	SMS programme alert
r	Radio on demand
r	Kids interactive games
r	Interactive map display

BSNL introduced IPTV recently in India with the support of an 
external agency. It is possible that the factors like superior viewing 
quality and user friendliness of a higher order will help IPTV to 
penetrate among the masses in the near future. Also, the time will 
be not far when IPTV services are enjoyed through computers and 
mobiles.

[T S Ajayghosh, CDAC, Trivandrum]

The deepest principle of human nature is a 
craving to be appreciated.

– William James
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I was 16 years old and living with my parents at the institute my 
grandfather had founded 18 miles outside of Durban, South Africa, in 
the middle of the sugar plantations. We were deep in the country and 
had no neighbors, so my two sisters and I would always look forward 
to going to town to visit friends or go to the movies. One day, my 
father asked me to drive him to town for an all-day conference, 
and I jumped at the chance. Since I was going to town, my mother 
gave me a list of groceries she needed and, since I had all day 
in town, my father asked me to take care of several pending chores, such as 
getting the car serviced. When I dropped my father off that morning, he 
said, 'I will meet you here at 5:00 p.m., and we will go home together. ' After 
hurriedly completing my chores, I went straight to the nearest movie theatre. 
I got so engrossed in a John Wayne double-feature that I forgot the time. It 
was 5:30 before I remembered. By the time I ran to the garage and got the 
car and hurried to where my father was waiting for me, it was almost 6:00. 
He anxiously asked me,' Why were you late? ‘I was so ashamed of 
telling him I was watching a John Wayne western movie that I said, 
'The car wasn't ready, so I had to wait, not realizing that he had 
already called the garage. When he caught me in the lie, he said: ' 
There’s something wrong in the way I brought you up that didn’t’ give 
you the confidence to tell me the truth. In order to figure out where 
I went wrong with you, I'm going to walk home 18 miles and think 
about it.' So, dressed in his suit and dress shoes, he began to walk home 
in the dark on mostly unpaved, unlit roads. I couldn't leave him, so 
for five-and-a-half hours I drove behind him, watching my father go 
through this agony for a stupid lie that I uttered. I decided then and there 
that I was never going to lie again. I often think about that episode and 
wonder, if he had punished me the way we punish our children, whether 
I would have learned a lesson at all. I don't think so. I would have suffered 
the punishment and gone on doing the same thing. But this single non-
violent action was so powerful that it is still as if it happened yesterday.

"That is the power of non-violence." 
"Forgiveness is giving up my right to hate anyone for hurting me."
(It is believed that this story was shared by Dr. Arun Gandhi, grandson of 

Mahatma Gandhi and founder of the M.K.Gandhi Institute for Non-violence. 
However, EKL Editorial Team could not establish its authenticity yet. Still, we 
are carrying it for the message it conveys.)

[Sourced by: Kannan Rajagopalan, Hyderabad]

Non-violence in Parenting 
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Coconut Water is a natural isotonic beverage, with the same level 
of electrolytic balance as we have in our blood.  According to reports, 
during the Pacific War of 1941- 45, both sides in the conflict regu-
larly used coconut water to give emergency plasma transfusions to 
wounded soldiers.

Coconut water is more nutritious than whole milk with less fat 
and is free of cholesterol.  It is healthier than orange juice and con-

tains lower calories.  It is better than processed 
baby milk as It contains lauric acid, which is 
present in human mother's milk.  It is identi-
cal to human blood plasma.

Coconut water is biologically pure, full of 
natural sugars, salts, and vitamins to ward off 
fatigue, and is the next wave of energy drinks, 
according to Mortin Satin, Chief of the Unit-
ed Nation's Food Agriculture Organization.

In a unit of 100ml drink, coconut water is 
very high in chloride at 118mg, compared to 
sports drinks at about 39mg.  It has 5mg of 

natural sugars whereas sports and energy drinks have altered sugars 
in the range of 10-25mg. Coconut water contains more potassium 
(294 mg) than most sports and energy drinks (117 mg).  It has less 
sodium (25mg) compared to sports drinks with around 41mg and 
energy drinks, about 200mg.

Coconut water is generally consumed fresh.  Once exposed to 
air, the liquid rapidly loses most of its nutritional characteristics, and 
begins to ferment.

Coconut Water 
A Healthy Drink
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The human body is a complex, resilient machine, but unlike our 
cars, we can't replace its parts when it breaks down. In man, the 
brain, heart, lungs, liver etc. are organs needed for continuous vital 
functions. But the body has another set of organs called vestigial organs 
such as appendix, which are souvenirs of our evolutionary past. We 
don't use these parts of the body for their original purposes anymore, 
and they are 'stunted mementos’ of the past. The term vestige means 
`a visible trace, evidence, or sign of something that once existed but 
exists or appears no more’.

Old buttons, damaged pens, used batteries, pencil stumps, bits 
of old towels, old key rings, old spectacles and other junk things are 
dumped carelessly in a drawer 
in most of the houses. We may 
not really need these trash items 
anymore. Vestigial structures or 
vestigial organs can be compared 
to these trash items, stored 
in the human body. They are 
in a degenerate, atrophied, or 
rudimentary condition. Although 
structures usually called "vestigial" 
are largely or entirely functionless, 
a vestigial structure may retain 
lesser functions or develop minor new ones. Human vestigiality and 
human evolution are related to each other.

In the 4th century BC, Aristotle had described the vestigial eyes of 
moles as “stunted” in development, in his book 'History of Animals’. 
Charles Darwin, in his book, ‘Descent of Man’, has listed a number of 
vestigial structures, including the appendix, the tail bone, body hair, 
semi lunar fold in the eye, goose flesh muscles,  and wisdom teeth. 
However, the longest list of 180 vestigial organs was published by 
an anatomist named Robert Wiedersheim in 1893, some of which 
are adenoids, appendix, body hair, coccyx, ear muscles for wiggling, 
lachrymal glands, nictitating membrane of eye, nipples on males, 

Vestigial Organs of  Our Body
Yet to Unravel their Roles 

HealthScape
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nodes on ears, parathyroid, pineal gland, pituitary gland, plantaris 
muscle, thymus, tonsils, valves in veins and wisdom teeth. Newman, 
a Zoologist, humorously commen-ted that more than 180 vestigial 
structures in the human body made a man a ‘walking museum of 
antiquities.’

Evolutionists were shocked when Dr. Richard Lumsden 
emphatically stated that there is no vestigial organ in the human and 
that since God made the whole body, He had a reason for including 
every part. ̀ Its major importance would appear to be financial support 
of the surgical profession’.

Probably doctors never took the time to learn about these organs 
because evolutionists had told them they were useless. This part of 
the Evolutionary theory was detrimental to the health of many people 
as doctors would often remove these organs not knowing that they 
served a vital role in everyday bodily functions.

Since there are contrasting views, it would be interesting to 
examine the roles of some of the so-called `vestigial’ organs to come 
to a conclusion regarding their real significance.

 The vermiform appendix (`appendix’)` resembles a worm-like 
closed end tube, 3 to 4 inches long with a lumen that can allow faecal 
matter to enter, leading to an infection. Appendicitis, infection of the 
appendix, with its life-threatening complications is a common health 
emergency in children in whom its surgical removal is frequently 
done. In plant-eating vertebrates, the appendix is much larger and 
helps to digest cellulose, a major component of the grass. Research 
suggests that the organ is actually a storehouse of beneficial bacteria 
helping in digestion and guarding against their loss. The organ is also 
seen vital for repopulating intestines with helpful bacteria after an 
illness. Besides, it functions within the immune system, a part of the 
Gut Associated Lymphoid Tissue system (GALT) and “teaches” the 
immune system to distinguish dangerous pathogens from harmless 
food particles. While the appendix may have taken on the role of a 
white blood cell factory, it does not  serve the digestive function it 
performs in other animals.

The Designer of our bodies placed the tonsils in the throat, at 
the beginning of the alimentary canal, to help us prevent infection. 
Thought to be useless, tonsils were surgically removed particularly in 
children with tonsillitis. It has been observed now that such kids are 
four times more likely to develop the dreaded Hodgkin’s disease.

Coccyx (“tailbone”), small, rudimentary, fused caudal vertebrae, is 
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thought to be the remnant of a lost ancestral tail. Its former function 
in the lower forms was to support the tail, a part used by them for 
balancing and grasping. In man, it is an anchor post onto which 
ligaments and muscles including those which control the anus are 
joined. The coccyx is of vital importance in the body's elimination 
mechanism.

Goose bumps, a reflex rather than a permanent anatomical 
structure, are widely considered to be vestigial in humans. The reflex 
occurs when the tiny muscle at the base of a hair follicle contracts, 
pulling the hair upright. In birds or mammals with feathers, fur or 
spines, this creates a layer of insulating warm air in a cold snap. It 
is also effective in scaring off predators. But human hair is so puny 
that it is incapable of either of these functions. Goose bumps in 
humans, have taken on a minor new role. They have become linked 
with emotional responses - notably fear, rage or the pleasure, say, of 
listening to beautiful music. This could serve as a signal to others.

Our herbivorous ancestors required molar teeth for chewing 
and grinding plant material. Over 90% of all adult humans develop 
third molars or `wisdom teeth’. Usually these teeth have the nasty 
habit of becoming impacted, or coming in at a funny angle or in an 
unexpected location causing pain and infection. Hence, often they 
have to be removed. Now it has been found that their removal is 
unwise as wisdom teeth are useful especially if other molars wear 
down or decay.

Today all organs formerly classified as vestigial are known to have 
a function during the life of the organism.The future is unpredictable, 
and that which is of no use in the present may develop into something 
useful in the future. Vestigiality is one of numerous lines of evidence 
for biological evolution. If we don't know the purpose of a body part 
yet, it may be due to the lack of our anatomical knowledge - How the 
human body is ingeniously packaged, the purpose of every organ as conceived 
by the Creator !

The human body is designed for survival in the most extreme 
circumstances. Every organ once called "vestigial" has subsequently 
been shown to serve a very important function. It was ignorance 
that permitted evolutionists to call them "evolutionary leftovers" or 
vestigial.

[Dr M S Subhadra,
former DME, Kerala]
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Improve your concentration.
Use reasoning and fill
each row, column and 

3 x 3 grid in bold borders with 
each of the digits from 1 to 9.

Solution on page 35.
[BNN]

EKL Sudoku 42
[Medium]

Imagine you have some disease judged incurable at the current level of 
medical knowledge and you’d nevertheless like to try your luck in the future 
when technology will have advanced enough.  If only you can bide your time 
and have a lot of money to spare, you don’t really need to give up. Cryonics 
may hold right answer for you...

Kryos in Greek means icy cold.  Ice, we know, is at 0º C (Celsius). 
But, there is a world below 0º C reaching down to -273º C, known as 
the Absolute Zero. This is the lowest temperature we can conceive, or 
ever hope to attain. Even deep space is only at about -270º C, a good 
3 degrees above Absolute Zero.  In scientific contexts, the Absolute 
Scale of Temperature is used to represent temperature in Kelvin (K). 
The cryogenic range of temperature is usually from -150º C to -273º 
C; or, equivalently, 123 K to 0 K. Conversion from one scale to the 
other is easy -  Temperature in K = Temperature in ºC + 273.  

Cryogenics is the branch of physics and engineering concerned with 
generation of very low temperatures and study of the behavior of 
materials under such conditions. This field has great relevance in 
science and industry. There are a few other related fields whose names 
start with the prefix cryo. Some examples are: Cryobiology (Study of 
biological effects on organisms under low temperature)
Cryonics (The emerging field of medical technology of cryopreserving 

Cryogenics
For Rocketry to Mummification

Tech Focus
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humans and animals with the intention of future revival.  Researchers 
in this field seek to apply the results of many sciences including 
cryobiology, cryogenics, rheology, emergency medicine etc)
Cryoelectronics (Deals with research regarding superconduct-ivity at 
low temperatures)
Cryotronics (Applications of cryoelectronics).
Cryoprocessing: Gases can be liquefied, in principle, by the combined 
application of high pressure and low temperature. In practice, 
this calls for  highly complex technology. Liquefied gases, known 
as cryogens, like Liquid Nitrogen (77 K or -196º C) and Liquid 
Helium (4 K or -269º C) are commonly used in many cryogenic 
applications. These are legally purchasable around the world. 
Obviously, cryogenic fluids are stored in special containers, similar 
to the familiar thermos flasks but with superior excellent thermal 
insulation. The field of cryogenics advanced actually during World 
War II when it was found that metals frozen to low temperatures 
showed more resistance to wear. Based on this theory of cryogenic 
hardening, the commercial cryogenic processing industry took birth. 
Cryogenic hardening is not a substitute for heat treatment, but rather 
an extension of the heating - quenching - tempering cycle. Cryogenic 
tempering is used to some degree in many industries.  Its positive 
effects are not just limited to metals but extend to other substances 
like nylons, ceramics and plastics.  Certain soft or elastic materials 
become hard and brittle at very low temperatures, which makes 
cryogenic milling an option for some materials that cannot easily be 
milled at higher temperatures. Some chemical reactions, like those 
used to produce the active ingredients for the popular statin drugs, 
must occur at low temperatures of approximately -100º C (173 K). 
Special cryogenic chemical reactors are used to remove reaction heat 
and provide a low temperature environment. Cryogenic storage of 
sperms has been long in use for artificial insemination. The freezing 
of foods and biotechnology products, like vaccines, requires nitrogen 
in blast freezing or immersion freezing systems.  The benefits of 
cryoprocessing are limitless. 
Fuel : Hydrogen is an excellent fuel yielding high energy output with 
near-zero pollution. Enormous efforts are being invested on using 
hydrogen for commercial transportation. Some degree of success has 
been achieved, too, but there is still a long way to go before it can 
replace fossil fuels on a commercially viable scale. Rockets, however, 
have been using cryogenic fuels for over half a century. A given mass 
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of gas occupies only a minuscule fraction of the original volume when 
converted to a liquid. In order to minimize the size of the storage 
tanks, liquefied Hydrogen and Oxygen are carried in a rocket. Rocket 
scientists specify the performance efficiency of a rocket fuel in terms 
of the Specific Impulse expressed in ‘seconds’.  While a conventional 
solid fuel has a Specific Impulse of 260 seconds and an ‘earth-
storable’ (un-cooled) liquid fuel has 300 seconds, Liquid Oxygen-
Liquid Hydrogen combination yields 450 seconds, way higher ! This 
is why cryogenic rockets are widely used in spite of the unspeakable 
complexity of production and storage of cryogens and the necessity of 
using special alloys and materials compatible with the extremely low 
temperatures. Liquid Oxygen ‘boils’, or changes to gas, at a temperature 
of -183º C (90 K)  whereas Liquid Hydrogen boils at -253º C (20K).  
Almost all big satellite launch vehicles in the world use cryogenic rockets 
in all their stages or, at least, in final stage. These rockets vary over 
wide range of thrust from 225 tonnes to 8 tonnes.  Incidentally, 
there is another type known as ‘semi-cryogenic’ rocket using Liquid 
Oxygen and a specially refined variety of kerosene, which is also not 
uncommon.  This type is less efficient but cheaper.
Cryonics: This refers to low-temperature preservation, say, at liquid 
nitrogen temperature of -196º C, of humans and animals that can 
no longer be sustained by contemporary medical methods, hoping  
for possible  revival  in the future using highly advanced technology 
available then.  The argument for cryonics is that people who are 
considered dead by current legal or medical definitions may not 
necessarily be dead according to some more stringent  definition of 
death. Cryonics, which is based on a view of dying as a process that 
can be stopped in the minutes, and perhaps hours, following clinical 
death. If death is not an event that happens suddenly when the heart 
stops, there arise questions about what exactly death is. In 2005 an 
ethics debate in the medical journal, Critical Care, noted “...few, if any, 
patients pronounced dead by today’s physicians are in fact truly dead 
by any scientifically rigorous criteria. The future repair technologies 
assumed by cryonics are still only theoretical and not widely known 
or recognized. Cryonics is, therefore, now regarded with skepticism by 
most scientists and physicians; there are some supporters, though! 

Cryonics procedures ideally begin within minutes of cardiac 
arrest, and use cryoprotectants to prevent ice formation during 
cryopreservation. However, the idea of cryonics may also apply to 
preservation of people after longer post-mortem delays because the 
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Info Bits

That animals can predict earthquakes is a belief that has been 
around for centuries. Even in 373 B.C., historians recorded that 
animals, rats, snakes and weasels, deserted the Greek city of Helice 
in large numbers just days before a quake devastated the place. Such 
accounts of  animal behaviour before the onset of earthquakes have 
been noticed for centuries since then. Catfish moving violently, 
chickens that stop laying eggs and bees leaving their hive in a panic 
have been reported. Many pet owners claimed to have witnessed 
their cats and dogs acting strangely before an earthquake —barking 
or whining for no apparent reason, or showing signs of nervousness 
and restlessness. 

It is hard to objectively and quantifiably study how animals 
respond to seismic activity, mainly because earthquakes are rare and 
unpredictable. Some studies have been done on how domestic animals 

Early Warning of  Earthquakes
Toads do a Good Job

brain may retain some memory and personality factors. Whether 
sufficient brain information will be available under preservation 
conditions is unverifiable by present knowledge. Therefore, this 
procedure is, at best, a speculative intervention with prospects for 
success in future due to advances in bioengineering, molecular 
nanotechnology, nanomedicine, mind-uploading Predictably, 
there are philosophical, ethical and religious issues associated with 
cryonics.  Do let’s hope time will prove the efficacy of cryonics and 
settle all ethical and similar issues.

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic” 
– Arthur C. Clarke

[P Radhakrishnan]
(The author, a former Dy. Director of  ISRO, was selected as an astro-naut to fly in the 

U.S. Space Shuttle scheduled for launch in Sep. 1986. But, the programme was cancelled 
consequent to 'Challenger Disaster' in Jan. 1986)
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respond, but measuring 
the response of wild 
animals, obviously, is 
more difficult. Even 
those that have been 
found to react, such as 
fish, rodents and snakes 
tend to do so shortly 
before an earthquakes 
strikes, rather than days 
ahead of the event.

In a recent initiative, 
Dr Rachel Grant, 
biologist of the Open 
University,  UK, was 
routinely studying the 

behaviour of various colonies of common toads (Bufo bufo) on a 
daily basis in Italy around the time a massive earthquake that struck 
L'Aquila in Italy in 2009.  Her studies included a 29-day period of 
gathering data before, during and after the earthquake that hit on 6 
April 2009.

The quake, a 6.3-magnitude event, struck close to L'Aquila city, 
about 95km north-east of Rome.

Dr Grant was studying toads 74km away in San Ruffino Lake 
in central Italy, when she recorded the toads behaving oddly. Five 
days before the earthquake, the number of male common toads in 
the breeding colony fell by 96%. How the toads sensed the quake is 
unclear, but most breeding pairs and males fled. 

They reacted despite the colony being 74 km from the quake's 
epicentre. She believes the toads fled to higher ground, possibly where 
they would be at less risk from rock falls, landslides and flooding.

But the reasons behind precisely what animals sense is a mystery. One 
theory is that wild and domestic creatures feel the Earth vibrate much 
before hu-mans do. Other ideas suggest they detect electrical changes in 
the air or gas released from the Earth.  

       [For details:
http://news.discovery.com

www.open.ac.uk]
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Teachers attending a seminar in Southern England on control-
ling behavior in the classroom were told that the key to success is to 
adopt an attitude similar to the one often seen in movie characters 
portrayed by American actor Clint Eastwood  - an approach of what 
can best be described as "silent intimidation" which will earn them 
the respect of their students. Jim Wood, the deputy head teacher of 
a school in the area and a teacher trainer at the University of South-
ampton, told his audience: "There is the Arnold Schwarzenegger style 
of teaching which is to be strong and shouty. Many students  find it 
entertaining because the teachers have lost control and they can see 
them going red in the face and their temples throbbing. The most 
effective,  though,  is the Clint Eastwood style of teaching. In films, 

Teachers to Imitate Clint Eastwood 
To Gain Respect of Students

Clint Eastwood
Clinton "Clint" Eastwood, Jr. is an American film 

actor, director  born on May 31, 1930 in San Francisco. 
One of the greats to come across the Silver Screen, 

Clint Eastwood is a Hollywood icon that is still going 
strong. A great actor, turned great director, he has received 
five Academy Awards, five Golden Globe Awards, 
a Screen Actors Guild Award, and five People's Choice 
Awards—including one for Favorite All-Time Motion 
Picture Star.

Eastwood is known for his alienated, morally ambiguous, anti-
hero acting roles in violent action and western films, particularly in 
the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. Some of his popular movies are Dirty 
Harry, The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, A Fistful of Dollars, For a Few 
Dollars More, Mystic River (2003)...

California Governor Arnold 
Schwarzenegger and First 
Lady Maria Shriver inducted 
Eastwood into the California 
Hall of Fame located at The 
California Museum for History, 
Women, and the Arts.
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the really tough men are not ones with big machine guns. They're the 
ones who stare and quietly say "I don't think you want to do that". 
There are times when you do need to shout. But good classroom 
management is about taking decisions. My instinct may be to shout. 
But if I stop for a second then I might think it would be better to use 
a quiet voice."

Media people cite "Dirty" Harry Callahan, the fictional San 
Francisco cop Eastwood played in five movies made in the 1970s and 
1980s, as the role model for teachers.    Jim Wood suggested that "in 
the first 30 seconds of a new class" teachers should "stand quietly at 
the front looking at the pupils".

He added: The whole thing is an act. Treat the classroom as a 
stage.

Linda Jones, a director at the center which has organized the 
seminars  explained why teachers so enjoyed listening to Wood 
speaking: Jim is really exceptional. He covered various techniques and 
strategies for managing behaviour mainly for secondary school pupils. His 
technique is about being non-confrontational, you do not get into an argument 
with the pupils, you steer away from the confrontation.

Science teacher Jackie Westbury noted: `We have our difficult 
classes but we've found shouting doesn't work as you lose control. This was 
a valuable experience as it increases your repertoire of skills even after many 
years' experience.`

And language teacher Cathy Peters indicated that she already 
employs "Good long stares" and is now likely to use such techniques 
as the "slow walk".

w Microfliers:  Latest trend in aircrafts to  search for missing 
people, detect bombs, and perhaps even deliver drugs inside 
the human body 

w Heart Rhythm Gene: A gene that regulates  the heart rhythm 
is revealed  by researchers from Imperial College London which 
could help in the design of   drugs to prevent and treat certain 
heart problems 

w Glaucoma Test in a Contact Lens: The first continuous 
monitoring system for glaucoma 

w Electric  Current From Plants: Stanford scientists have 
plugged in to algae cells and harnessed a tiny electric current - 
bio-electricity

In Forthcoming Issues
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s The sentence "the quick brown 
fox jumps over the lazy dog" 
uses every letter in the English 
language.

s Ocean waves can travel as fast 
as a JET Plan.

s The highest speed ever 
achieved on a bicycle is 166.94 
mph by Fred Rompelberg. 

s The longest distance recorded 
to have been traveled by 
a deepwater lobster is 225 
miles.

s The typical lead pencil can 
draw a line that is thirty five 
miles long.

s 65% of those with autism are 
left handed.

s One out of 20 people have an 
extra rib.

s A chicken with red earlobes 
will produce brown eggs, and 
a chicken with white earlobes 
will produce white eggs.

s There is a restaurant in 
Stockholm that offers only 
all-garlic products. They even 
have a garlic cheesecake.

s In the history of space, only 
one satellite, the European 
Space Agency's Olympus, was 
destroyed by a meteor, in 
1993.

s There are six million parts in a 
Boeing 747-400 aircraft.

Facts to Ponder
s The Tonle Sap River in 

Cambodia flows north for 
almost half the year and then 
south for the rest of the year.

s For more than 3,000 years, 
Carpenter ants have been 
used to close wounds in India, 
Asia and South America.

s The largest employer in the 
world is in India, the Indian 
railway system, employing 
over 1.6 million people.

s Humans are born with 300 
bones in their body, however 
when a person reaches 
adulthood they have only 206 
bones. This occurs because 
many of them join together to 
make a single bone.

s In 1873, Colgate made a 
toothpaste that was available 
in a jar.

s The Kodiak, which is native to 
Alaska, is the largest bear and 
can measure up to eight feet 
and weigh as much as 1,700 
pounds.

s Most lipstick contains fish 
scales.

s No piece of paper can be 
folded in half more than 7 
times.

s A one ounce milk chocolate 
bar has 6 mg of caffeine.
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EKL Sudoku 42
Solution
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Innovative Ideas
	Conversation Recording Facility in Mobiles
 Modern mobiles have facility to record voice and other sounds from 
environment. If a facility is added to record voice conversation while it is 
going on, by actuating a single button, it will deter abusers from misusing 
this device. Whenever a call is answered, the recording should start and 
as soon as the designated button is pressed, it is to be taken as a necessary 
recording and stored in memory. If the button is not activated,  when the 
next call comes, the same memory location could be rewritten. However, 
the last conversation will always be there in the mobile.  
      It should be easy to produce this recorded message as an authentic 
evidence of abuse or for any other purpose.                          [EKL Idea]

	Mobile as Cordless Land phone also
A dual role cell phone which can act also as a cordless extension 

phone of the land phone in a home or office, will be a boon to mobile 
users. Once inside the home, a feature in the mobile is activated and 
it will receive the land phone call also, indicating on the display which 
call it is - land phone or mobile call.                               [EKL Idea]

Innovation Corner

Wish List
Readers  are welcome to send 

their innovative and original 
ideas, in  brief,  to be considered 
for publishing under this column. 
It is important that the new idea 
should be that of  the sender.  
Also, the contributors are 
advised to ensure that adequate 
protection is taken by them for 
the intellectual property rights of 
their innovative concepts. 

Finally, the readers are 
welcome to point out if any of 
the ideas appearing in EKL are 
already in use.

It may be possible that your 
original ideas may pave way for 
entirely new products or services 
beneficial to society.  

EKL Editorial Team

Please send your ideas to:

Chief Editor
EKL, Knowledge House
Mathrubhumi Road
Trivandrum 695 035
Ph: 91 471 247 2928
e-mail: eklines@gmail.com
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Hospitals!
Save Electricity -  Save Money 

Save Mother Earth
Modern hospitals are increasingly becoming technology-enabled with sophisticated 

diagnostic, therapeutic and climate control equipment -  MRI, CT Scan,   air 
conditioners, deep freezers, power laundry, lifts, computers… 

Jointly they consume large quantity of electricity 
 Any cost cutting measure will affect the quality of services to patients

One effective method:  To identify potential areas for energy saving –
plenty are there, lying unnoticed  

And reduce energy  bills by as much as 40% through our

 3S Programme
  Contact for Energy Management  and Waste Management  

Hospital Engineering Services
P.O.Box 2416

Trivandrum  695 011, India
Tel: 91-99953 17111; 91- 94974 29717 

hosengg@gmail.com
Hospital Waste Management

Protecting Personal Library
People borrow books from personal collection of knowledge savvy 

readers with a promise to return them at the earliest. But it does`nt just 
happen that way and the book remains as part of the home library of 
the borrower. An ingenious method to defeat this no-return practice 
of many such people is being practised by some book loving persons. 
They have made a seal with the wordings somewhat as below: `This 
book is stolen from Mr x, (address).` This seal is affixed on a number 
of strategic pages on their books such that anyone trying to tear of all 
pages with the seal will make the book worthless. Also, it may not be 
comfortable to keep a book with a seal of theft in one`s home!

Date-stamping of  Visiting Cards
Some people have the practice of noting the date on a visiting 

card whenever they receive one from a visitor. Others go to the 
extent of noting even the occasion like  a particular train journey or a 
conference etc. This scribbling may come handy when we have a 
need to contact them, as often there may be multiple visiting cards 
from the same person, and the date stamp will help us to pick up the 
latest one. 

Tips for Life
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Green to Gold 
How Smart Companies Use Environmental 
Strategy to Innovate, Create Value, and Build 
Competitive Advantage 
Book by: Daniel C. Esty and 
Andrew S. Winston
Published by: Yale University Press

Books Scan

In the weeks before Christmas season of 
2001, the Sony Corporation faced a nightmare. 
The Dutch government was blocking Sony’s 
entire European shipment of PlayStation game systems. More than 
1.3 million boxes were sitting in a warehouse instead of flying off 
store shelves. Sony executives probably wished it was a trade war or 
an embargo against violent video games - something easy to fix.

In fact, Sony  was at the risk of missing the critical holiday rush, 
because a small, but legally unacceptable, amount of the toxic element 
cadmium was found in the cables of the game controls. Sony rushed 
in replacements to swap out the tainted wires. It also tried to track 
down the source of the problem—an eighteen-month search that 
included inspecting over 6,000 factories and resulted in a new supplier 
management system. The total cost of this “little” environmental 
problem: over $130 million. Sony executives refer to their PlayStation 
disaster as the “Cadmium Crisis.” They’ve vowed never again to be 
caught unaware of environmental risks.

Sony has been a business powerhouse for years, and despite a few 
hiccups, the company is also generally perceived as an environmental 
leader. Nothing, in fact, foreshadowed the PlayStation stumble, yet 
it happened. Why? From Sony’s difficult experience, we draw three 
lessons:
w Even the best companies can be surprised by environmental 

issues.
w The environment is not a fringe issue—it can cost businesses real 

money.
w Real benefits can come from seeing things in a new light.

This book, Green to Gold, explores what every executive must know 
to manage the environmental challenges facing business and society 
today. Based on the authors' years of experience and hundreds of 
interviews with corporate leaders around the world, the book shows 
how companies generate lasting value - cutting costs, reducing risk, 
driving new revenues, and creating strong brands - by building 
environmental thinking into their core business strategies. 

Daniel C. Esty and Andrew S. Winston provide clear how-to advice 
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and concrete examples from companies like BP, Toyota, IKEA, Nike, 
and GE that are achieving both environmental and business success. 
The authors show how these cutting-edge companies are establishing 
an "Eco-Advantage" in the marketplace as traditional elements of 
competitive differentiation fade in importance. Esty and Winston 
not only highlight successful strategies but also make plain what does 
not work, spelling out why environmental initiatives sometimes fail 
despite the best intentions. 

Green to Gold is written for executives at every level and for 
businesses of all kinds and sizes. Esty and Winston guide readers 
through a complex world of resource shortfalls, regulatory restrictions, 
and the growing pressure from customers and other stakeholders to 
strive for sustainability. 
Highlights of  Contents: 
Introduction: The Environmen-tal Lens
Part One: Preparing for a New World.
1. Eco-Advantage - Issues and opportunities for business in an 

environmentally sensitive world.
2. Natural Drivers of the Green Wave - Environmental problems and 

how they shape markets.
3. Who's Behind the Green Wave? - Stakeholders and the power 

they wield.
Part Two: Strategies for  
Build-ing Eco-Advantage
4. Managing the Downside- Green-to-Gold Plays to reduce cost and 

risk.
5. Building the Upside - Green-to-Gold Plays to drive revenues and 

create intangible value.
Part Three: What WaveRiders Do
6. The Eco-Advantage Mindset- Looking through an environmen-tal 

lens.
7. Eco-Tracking - Understanding your company's environ-mental 

“footprint”.
8. Redesigning Your World- Designing for the environ-ment and 

“greening” the supply chain.
9. Inspiring an Eco-Advant-age Culture - Creating an organizatio-nal 

focus on environmental stewardship
Part Four: Putting It All Together
10. Why Environmental Initiat-ives Fail - Pitfalls to avoid on the way 

to Eco-Advantage.
11. Taking Action - Execution for sustained competitive advantage.
12. Eco-Advantage Strategy- Key Eco-Advantage plays, tools, and 

plans.
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According to the author Seth Godin, a 
marketing guru, cows are plain and ordinary, 
but a purple cow makes people stand up and 
take notice - the theory behind this book. In this 
book, Godin examines traditional marketing 
approaches and then debunks the myth that these approaches are 
sufficient to achieve continued success in our evolving marketplace.          

For years, marketers have talked about the "five Ps" from among: 
product, pricing, promotion, positioning, publicity, packaging, pass along, 
permission. In fact, this has become the basic marketing checklist, 
a quick way to make sure that you've done your job. Nothing is 
guaranteed, of course, but it used to be that if you dotted your is and 
paid attention to your five Ps, then you were more likely than not to 
succeed.

No longer. It's time to add an exceptionally important new P to 
the list: Purple Cow. Weird?

While driving through France a few years ago, Codin and   family  
were enchanted by the hundreds of storybook cows grazing in lovely 
pastures right next to the road. For dozens of kilometers, they all 
gazed out the window, marveling at the beauty. Then, within a few 
minutes, all started ignoring the cows. The new cows were just like 
the old cows, and what was once amazing was now common. Worse 
than common: It was boring.

Cows, after you've seen them for a while, are boring. They may 
be well-bred cows, Six Sigma cows, cows lit by a beautiful light, but 
they are still boring. A Purple Cow, though: Now, that would really 
stand out. The essence of the Purple Cow -  the reason it would shine 
among a crowd of perfectly competent, even undeniably excellent 
cows -  is that it would be remarkable. Something remarkable is worth 
talking about, worth paying attention to. Boring stuff quickly becomes 
invisible.

The world is full of boring stuff -  brown cows -  which is why so 
few people pay attention. Remarkable marketing is the art of building 
things worth noticing right into your product or service. Not just 

Purple Cow 
Transform Your Business by being 
Remarkable
Book by: Seth Godin
Published by: Penguin Books
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slapping on the marketing function as a last-minute add-on, but 
also understanding from the outset that if your offering itself isn't 
remarkable, then it's invisible -  no matter how much you spend on 
well-crafted advertising.

Specifically, Godin argues that financial success is no longer 
achievable through a remarkable marketing plan. Instead, the key 
to success now lies in the creation of purple cows - remarkable 
products that market themselves. In short, Godin’s plan requires that 
companies create an idea virus and infect their targeted customers 
with it. This infection should transform its recipients into sneezers, 
who subsequently spread the product information. Once the word 
spreads, the result is a purple cow (a remarkable product well-
positioned to create a significant profit) which can be milked for all 
its worth.
Highlights  of Contents: 
X	Why you need the purple cow 
X	The death of the TV industrial complex 
X	Ideas that spread, win 
X	The big misunderstanding 
X	Not all customers are the same 
X	The law of large numbers 
X	Projections, profits, and the purple cow 
X	Case study: Logitech 
X	Case study: United States Postal Services 
X	The power of a slogan 
X	Sell what people are buying (and talking about) 
X	The problem with compromise 
X	Case study: Motorola and Nokia 
X	What it means to be a marketer today 
X	Marketers no longer: now we’re designers 
X	The problem with cheap 
X	Case study: so popular, no one goes there anymore

[Source: State Central Library, Trivandrum]

Too often we underestimate the power of a touch, 
a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest 
compliment, or the smallest act of caring, all of 
which have the potential to turn a life around.

– Leo Buscaglia
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National Geographic
Special Issue on Water
April 2010

Journals Scan

The April 2010 issue of National Geographic 
(NG) is entirely devoted to a single topic – 
water.  This is in due recognition of the global 
concern about scarcity of potable water.   To the 
readers of EKL, it would be a matter of interest 
and pride to note the coincidence of both EKL 
and NG highlighting ‘Water’ almost simultaneously. It would be of 
interest too, to compare the David and Goliath of magazines, both 
having the common objective of guiding its readers to the horizons of 
knowledge. Magazines of NG’s genre, while avoiding political, partisan 
and controversial issues, support science, culture and environment. 
This is a platform that EKL shares with NG.  

 The vast repertoire of NG by way of photographs, writers and 
scientific data is incomparable to any other magazine in the world.  
The stunning photographs give us ‘visions of earth’ as no one else can. 
Though this is not the first time ‘Water’ has featured prominently 
in its pages, the approach to its related aspects in the April 2010 
issue is refreshing and deep. As we move over the highly informative 
scientific snippets, we come across the first article that dwells on the 
spirituality of water and how we connect with the elements. It is 
followed by one on the melting of glaciers across the planet and its 
impact such as floods and inundation of low-lying lands. 

From prehistoric days, water, fire, earth, sky and the air have been 
revered as Gods not only because man feared their power but also 
understood that they are key to his survival. Even today, water is an 
important constituent in ritual of almost all religions. ‘Sacred waters’ 
is a photo feature with illustrations from around the globe showing 
rituals that involve use of water. Other articles focus on issues such 
as disappearance of fresh water species, water scarcity in Ethiopia, the 
stupendous human effort to divert water for their use, such as the 
130 km long All-American canal in California. Interesting it is to 
note that companion feature on the second largest water reclamation 
facility in Orange County, which recycles 70 million gallons of sewage 
water everyday.   

Averse as NG might be to political issues, it cannot turn a blind 
eye to the politics of water. The penultimate article deals with the 
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IEEE Spectrum
The Magazine of Technology Insiders
April 2010

For at least a decade, carmakers have been 
professing their deep and abiding interest in 
electric-drive vehicles whenever possible. To-
day, ever more varied hybrids are going into 
mass production along with a few all-electric 
cars. Some of the electric-drive machines as-
pire beyond greenness to heart-pounding 
performance. But, internal combustion engine still has lots of life to 
come. This issue of Spectrum presents top 10 technology enabled 
cars which are likely to make waves in the auto scene. Mercedes Benz 
SLS AMG, Porsche Panamera, Ford Taurus SHO, Audi e-Tron, VW 
Up Lite, Fiat Nuova 500, BMW X6 M, Aptera 2E, Nissan Leaf and 
Honda CR-Z are the ones making it to this year`s list of top technol-
ogy cars and discussed in this issue.  
Highlights of other Contents:
w	Space Invaders- Tiny meteoroids can cause catast-rophic failures in 

satellites and spacecraft. Shooting stars can shoot down satellites. 
w	The Man Who Made a Copy of Himself - To decipher what 

makes us human, Hiroshi Ishiguro, a roboticist at Osaka University 
in Japan, has created Android copies of a child, a woman- and 
now, himself.  

w	Open Sesame? - Engineers hope to foster science and peace with 
the Middle East`s first synchrotron.  

conflict between Israel and its neighbouring countries over the 
sharing of waters of Jordan River. The magazine rounds off with a 
gentle reminder to alter our ways of water consumption. 

Embellished with superb photographs, graphics and global 
perspective, the NG issue is a must–read for all. However, its coverage 
on solutions to the problem and the abnormal consumptive culture 
of the West is scant. Like everything else, the bottom line here too is 
a paradigm shift in human values in matters related to mother nature; 
which is a near-myth. But until that myth becomes real, the vison of 
harmony between man and earth will remain a dream. 

Balachandran V
balanpnb@gmail.com
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I would like to point out the following errors in EKL April 2010- 
Section: Facts to Ponder:  
1. Angstrom: This used to be a former unit of wavelength or 

intra-molecular distance. It is equal to 10**-8 cm = 10**-10 m. 
Since the introduction of  mandatory use of SI units in science, 
Angstrom is rarely, if ever, used now.  Today, wavelengths and 
microscopic distances are expressed, depending on the situation,  
in microns or micrometer (10**-6 m) and  nanometers or nm 
(10**-9 m).  10 Angstroms make 1 nm.

2. Matter in the universe: Of the elements mentioned, Hydrogen 
is the most abundant (about 75 %) and Helium (about 24 
%). All other elements in the universe constitute only the 
remaining.

 Also, here is a general suggestion. It is customary these days to 
follow Metric system of Units (meter/km, kg, second etc) rather 
than the British system of units (foot/mile, pound, second etc) 
which are no longer used in science.         [P Radhakrishnan]

General
Readers Say

Think of special ways you can appreciate others that 
will touch their lives in a personal way. These gifts 
are especially meaningful when they are given for no 
special reason except to show that you care about 
them, and you appreciate their presence in your life. 
I call these 'angel gifts' because they always seem to 
come at a time when you need them most.

– Barbara Glanz

w	A Robot in the Kitchen 
w	How to Cure Range Anxiety- An Indian electric vehicle - Reva- 

may just provide the answer 
w	Reverse Engineering the Human Face 
w	Tesla Tragedy - How much engineers matter 
w	Secret Flying Twinkie of U.S. Air Force 
w	Micro Four Thirds - New standard for digital cameras

[Source: EKL Info Library]
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Colour Effects
Colors  contribute to hunger. Looking at a yellow banana makes 
one to want to eat it, but a green banana does not. Similarly, red 
or green can trigger hunger for an apple, but not blue. It is hard 
to find natural food with blue color, because mother nature does 
not produce blue food. Blue is said to be an appetite suppressant. 
Color greatly affects our hunger.                                          [HB]
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The Last Word
A good character is the best tombstone.  Those who loved you 
and were helped by you will remember you when forget-me-nots 

have withered.  Carve your name on hearts, not on marble.
– Charles H. Spurgeon

Tastiest of all Cooking Mediums
Most Ideal Hair Oil

The Kerala Kerakarshaka Sahakarana Federation Ltd.
Head Office: Kera Tower, Water Works Compound
Vellayambalam, Trivandrum - 695 033, India
Phone : 91-471-2321660
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